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Abstract— Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common1

cardiac arrhythmia and is normally treated by RF ablation.2

Intracardiac echography (ICE) is widely employed during RF3

ablation procedures to guide the electrophysiologist in nav-4

igating the ablation catheter, although only 2-D probes are5

currently clinically used. A 3-D ICE catheter would not only6

improve visualizationof the atrium and ablationcatheter,but7

it might also provide the 3-D mapping of the electromechan-8

ical wave (EW) propagation pattern, which represents the9

mechanical response of cardiac tissue to electrical activity.10

The detection of this EW needs 3-D high-frame-rate imaging,11

which is generally only realizable in tradeoff with channel12

count and image quality. In this simulation-based study,13

we propose a high volume rate imaging scheme for a 3-D14

ICE probe design that employs 1-D micro-beamforming in15

the elevation direction. Such a probe can achieve a high16

frame rate while reducing the channel count sufficiently for17

realization in a 10-Fr catheter. To suppress the grating-lobe18

(GL) artifacts associated with micro-beamforming in the19

elevation direction, a limited number of fan-shaped beams20

with a wide azimuthal and narrow elevational opening angle21

are sequentially steered to insonify slices of the region of22

interest. An angular weighted averaging of reconstructed23

subvolumes further reduces the GL artifacts. We optimize24

the transmit beam divergence and central frequency based25

on the required image quality for EW imaging (EWI). Numer-26

ical simulation results show that a set of seven fan-shaped27

transmission beams can provide a frame rate of 1000 Hz and28

a sufficient spatial resolution to visualize the EW propaga-29

tion on a large 3-D surface.30

Index Terms— 3-D intracardiac echography (ICE), data31

rate reduction, electromechanicalwave imaging (EWI), high-32

frame-rate ultrasound imaging.33
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I. INTRODUCTION 34

A. Clinical Background 35

THE heart pumps blood with a rhythm determined by a 36

group of pacemaking cells in the sinoatrial node. These 37

cells generate an action potential that depolarizes cardiomy- 38

ocytes. This action potential triggers the adjacent cells and 39

propagates along the cardiac wall to generate global con- 40

traction. The conduction properties of cardiomyocytes and 41

electrical pathways can be changed by normal aging or certain 42

diseases, which leads to various types of arrhythmias. Atrial 43

fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac arrhythmia and 44

is the major cardiac precursor of stroke [1]. AF can be treated 45

by RF ablation. A high-resolution 3-D anatomical mapping of 46

electrical activity is required for localizing sources generating 47

AF to plan the ablation procedure [2], [3]. A key feature of 48

AF is its irregularity in time and space. Because the patterns 49

of atrial activation change on a beat-to-beat basis, a series of 50

consecutive activation maps is needed to cover the spatiotem- 51

poral variation in activation [4]. Intracardiac electroanatomical 52

mapping is widely exploited to generate a 3-D surface map of 53

atrial electrical activity [5]. 54

B. EW Imaging 55

Electrical excitation of cardiomyocytes is followed by a 56

transient contraction after about 20–40 ms [6]. The electrical 57

excitation is passed to neighboring cells and propagates along 58

the atrial wall as a reaction–diffusion wave with a veloc- 59

ity of 0.5–2 m/s [7]. A high correlation between electrical 60

and resulting mechanical activations has been reported in 61

several studies [8]–[11] and this activation propagates as a 62

wave-like phenomenon over the atrial wall: the electromechan- 63

ical wave (EW). EW imaging (EWI) was introduced and has 64

been developed by the group of Konofagou [7], [12]–[19] 65

as a noninvasive ultrasound-based imaging method to map 66

the electromechanical activations in the heart. Recent studies 67

demonstrated a high correlation between the cardiac electri- 68

cal activity and its consequent EW for healthy and arrhyth- 69

mic cases in a simulation study [16], in the left ventricular 70

wall [17], [18], atrial wall [15], and also in the walls of all 71

four chambers [20]. 72
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EWI is accomplished in a two-stage process on ultrasound73

data [12]–[15]. In the first stage, tissue strain is estimated,74

commonly by a cross-correlation technique, along the axial75

direction on consecutive RF signals that are acquired at a76

motion-estimation rate (500–2000 Hz) [19]. In the second77

stage, EW onset is estimated by measuring the time at which78

the axial incremental strain departs from or crosses zero at a79

given pixel. We intend to image the propagation of the EW80

wavefront with a spatiotemporal resolution suitable for the81

identification of local electrophysiological phenomena. Since82

the EW velocities are in the order of 0.5–2 m/s and the desired83

spatial resolution is in the order of millimeters, we aim at a84

volume rate of 1000 Hz and a lateral resolution of 2–5 mm.85

Current EWI can provide single-beat 2-D maps of the86

electromechanical wavefront (i.e., a cross-sectional image with87

activation times) with a lateral resolution of <5 mm. Since88

the EWs propagate throughout the entire heart, volumetric89

imaging is desirable to fully visualize their patterns. In previ-90

ous studies, several 2-D images were acquired and processed91

separately. Then, a pseudo-3-D map was generated by com-92

bining these 2-D maps through ECG gating [20] and spatial93

interpolation. Recently, Grondin et al. [21] used a transtho-94

racic matrix transducer to achieve 3-D EWI of the entire95

heart from the apical view. The narrow intercostal space and96

channel count limitations restricted their transducer size to97

9.6 mm × 9.6 mm. In consequence, the lateral resolution was98

limited, to 5.8 at 40 mm. For the atria that are located much99

deeper (>10 cm), the lateral resolution will be lower. It would100

be interesting to see whether a higher resolution can improve101

strain mapping and reduce local inaccuracies in the EW102

patterns, especially in the atria.103

C. High-Frame-Rate 3-D ICE104

Using an intracardiac echography (ICE) transducer can105

drastically reduce the required imaging depth for atrial EWI106

compared to the transthoracic apical view. Moreover, the107

possibility of using a higher central frequency compared to108

transthoracic transducers allows a higher spatial resolution109

in the atrial regions. Nowadays, ICE is widely exploited for110

RF ablation procedures to guide the electrophysiologists in111

septal puncture and to navigate the ablation catheter. However,112

this is limited to low-frame-rate 2-D-ICE. Several 3-D-ICE113

designs have been proposed [22]–[24], but these are not capa-114

ble of imaging at high frame rates. A high-frame-rate 3-D115

ICE probe, in addition to delivering at least the functionality116

of conventional 2-D ICE, could provide a single-beat 3-D117

EW map. However, high-frame-rate 3-D ultrasound imaging118

introduces several challenges, including handling a high data119

rate generated by a large number of elements. Moreover, high120

volume rate allows just a few transmissions to illuminate the121

total volume, so a diverging wave transmission scheme is122

required. Possibilities for compounding are limited, and thus,123

SNR will be relatively low [25]. Furthermore, an intracardiac124

catheter imposes additional constraints on the transducer size,125

cable count, and power dissipation. Therefore, data reduction126

and an educated choice of design tradeoffs are crucial for high- 127

frame-rate 3-D ICE. 128

D. Data Rate Reduction by Micro-Beamforming 129

Micro-beamforming is a well-established method to reduce 130

the channel count while preserving the image quality and SNR 131

for volumetric imaging [26], [27]. In this method, element 132

signals in a subaperture are mutually delayed and summed to 133

form a single micro-beamformed signal from a predefined— 134

steered—direction. The entire region of interest can thus be 135

imaged by steering the subapertures to a sequence of different 136

directions in, potentially, both azimuth and elevation, and 137

implementing a parallel beamforming technique at the back- 138

end system [28]–[30]. Since the final beamforming is based 139

on the received data from subapertures with a relatively large 140

effective pitch, grating lobes (GLs) can occur. Using relatively 141

narrow transmit beams that are steered to the presteering direc- 142

tions can reduce the GL artifacts. Hence, a significant number 143

of such narrow beams should be utilized to preserve the image 144

quality [26]. Thus, increasing the number of elements per 145

subaperture reduces the channel count but also reduces the 146

achievable volume rate or field of view. 147

Wildes et al. [22] developed a 2-D transducer consisting of 148

60 × 14 elements with application-specific integrated electron- 149

ics for volumetric ICE based on a 10-Fr (3.3 mm) catheter. A 150

2-D micro-beamforming approach was used to reduce the total 151

receive channel count to 48 (along with power, transmit, and 152

auxiliary signals leading to a total of 88 connections). Their 153

method provided an imaging sector of 90◦ × 60◦ × 8 cm 154

with a spatial resolution of 1.7 mm × 4.9 mm (azimuth × 155

elevation) at a depth of 50 mm. They concluded that the 156

achieved spatial resolution was sufficient for atrial imaging. 157

To suppress the GLs formed by micro-beamforming, narrow 158

beams were used in transmission, which limited the frame rate 159

to 30 vol/s [22]. 160

Implementing a 1-D (i.e., a 1 × N subaperture) rather 161

than a 2-D micro-beamformer introduces the GLs only in 162

the direction in which the micro-beamforming is imple- 163

mented. Therefore, the transmit beams need to be narrow only 164

in the corresponding direction. Consequently, a 1-D micro- 165

beamforming could provide a relatively high volume rate 3-D 166

imaging by employing a set of fan-shaped diverging transmit 167

beams that are narrow in the micro-beamforming direction and 168

wide in the perpendicular direction (see Fig. 1). These asym- 169

metric fan-shaped beams can cover a large volume of interest 170

with a limited number of transmissions. These fan-shaped 171

beams can be generated by a dual virtual source similar to the 172

method proposed by Chen et al. [31] or a single virtual source 173

behind a rectangular transducer, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Since 174

a dual virtual source approach generates a curved transmit fan 175

beam, it is less appropriate to be combined with a micro- 176

beamforming approach. Therefore, we use a single virtual 177

source approach in this study. 178

The size of the 1-D micro-beamformer should be chosen 179

such that the needed reduction in channel count is achieved, 180

while GL levels are kept sufficiently low. In the design of 181
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the proposed side-looking trans-
ducer mounted in an intracardiac catheter. Azimuth (Az), elevation (El),
and axial (Ax) directions are indicated on the corresponding axes. A set
of three out of seven fan-shaped beams steered to different directions
in elevation is shown to illustrate the transmit scheme. (b) Fan-shaped
transmit beam is generated from a virtual source behind the transducer.

the high-frame-rate 3-D ICE many tradeoffs need to be made182

to realize an imaging scheme that satisfies the requirements183

for EWI while remaining within the constraints on transducer184

size and cable count, resulting from the small catheter size.185

Furthermore, the elements will be mounted on a pitch-matched186

application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) containing all the187

required electronics, including high-voltage pulsers, low-noise188

amplifiers, time-gain compensation circuits, ADCs, and micro-189

beamformers, which are necessary to realize the proposed190

method [27], [32], [33]. The minimum pitch of the transducer191

elements is limited to 160 μm × 160 μm by the area required192

for the designed electronics.193

In this study, we did not consider electronic noise and194

ultrasonic attenuation in the simulations since we are assuming195

that they are not limiting factors on the clutter and PSF196

image quality parameters we are studying here. They have197

been considered in the electronics design procedure [33] to198

achieve the desired imaging depth. Although these electronics199

design choices put some limits on the transducer layout and200

the imaging scheme as mentioned in Sections I and II, fully201

describing these choices is out of the scope of this article.202

E. 3-D ICE Imaging Scheme Design203

In this study, we develop a novel imaging scheme for high-204

frame-rate 3-D ultrasound imaging with a matrix intracardiac205

catheter as sketched in Section I-D and optimize the trans-206

ducer design and imaging scheme for intracardiac EWI. The207

main goal is to enable volumetric imaging with a sufficient208

frame rate and image quality for EWI while reducing the209

data rate to realistic values. The proposed method consists210

of implementing a 1-D micro-beamforming in the elevation211

direction to reduce the data rate. By combining this with212

the transmission of fan-shaped beams, a high-frame-rate is213

enabled, while GLs in the elevation direction are suppressed.214

The proposed method achieves further reduction of the GL215

artifacts and improved contrast to noise ratio (CNR) by imple-216

menting angular-weighted coherent compounding. We will217

discuss the optimization of the imaging scheme (transmit218

frequency, microbeamformer size, and transmit beam diver-219

gence) to achieve the desired channel count reduction while220

providing a sufficient frame rate and image quality for EWI.221

Finally, we evaluate the proposed imaging scheme in a series222

of simulations. The novelty of this work lies in an imaging 223

scheme optimized for dedicated integrated circuitry to realize 224

high-frame-rate 3-D ICE suitable for EWI. 225

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 226

A. Imaging Scheme Design: Parameters 227

We strive for a 3-D ICE design with a frame rate of 1000 Hz, 228

an imaging depth of 10 cm, an opening angle of 70◦ × 70◦, 229

and a lateral resolution of 5 mm to be able to realize the 3-D 230

EWI of the left atrium from the right atrium. 231

For a depth of 10 cm, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) 232

is limited to 7.7 kHz by the round-trip travel time of the 233

ultrasound waves assuming a speed of sound of 1540 m/s. 234

Therefore, a maximum number of seven transmissions are 235

available to acquire the entire region of interest, and we will 236

always use this number of transmissions in our scheme. 237

We base the design of the matrix transducer on a 10-Fr 238

intracardiac catheter, which limits the transducer size to 3 mm 239

in the elevation direction [see Fig. 1(a)] and the number of 240

cables to a maximum of 100 [22], [34]. The aperture of the 241

matrix array is rectangular, with the shortest axis perpendicular 242

to the ICE probe shaft. We consider square elements with 243

a pitch of 160 μm, imposed by the area needed for the 244

pitch-matched application-specific electronics [32]. Choosing 245

such a large pitch (50%–80% of the wavelength for the 246

assumed frequency range of 5–8 MHz) introduces GLs in 247

image reconstruction and also secondary waves in diverging 248

wave transmission. To counteract these, we optimize the cen- 249

tral frequency in the given range to suppress the secondary 250

waves. In addition, an angular weighting function is applied 251

to a conventional delay and sum to reduce the GLs. Based on 252

the chosen pitch and catheter size constraints, we consider a 253

matrix array of 18 × 64 elements. 254

The imaging scheme consisting of steered fan-shaped 255

diverging transmit beams will be used with 1-D micro- 256

beamforming in the elevation direction and acquisition of 257

all element-level signals in the azimuthal direction. Further- 258

more, angular weighted coherent compounding will be used 259

to reduce GL levels. Transducer size, pitch, number of trans- 260

missions, and imaging depth are fixed in this study, whereas 261

the other features are optimized in a simulation study. 262

B. Steerable Fan-Shaped Transmit Beam 263

A single virtual source was used to generate the desired 264

fan-shaped beam. In this approach, the beam divergence in 265

azimuth and elevation is not independent. First, we determined 266

the virtual source location based on the transducer size and 267

desired beam divergence in the elevational direction, and 268

then, the effective transducer size in azimuth was determined 269

to achieve the required beam divergence in that direction 270

(see Appendix I). 271

C. Angular Weighted Averaging 272

A voxel-based delay and sum is proposed to reconstruct 273

an intermediate full volumetric image corresponding to each 274

transmission. Since only a narrow region is insonified in 275

the elevation direction for each transmission, reconstructing 276
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Fig. 2. Applied weights W(Θr,Θi) as a function of the reconstruction
elevation direction Θr for different transmit beams. Blue arrows show all
transmission directions and red arrow shows the current transmission
direction with its corresponding angular weighting function. Black arrows
show the reconstruction directions and the bold black arrow shows an
example of receive line with its corresponding weights (black cross) when
the transmit direction is Θi.

regions far from this transmission direction only adds noise277

to intermediate images. In addition, the receive beam profile278

contains strong GLs at directions corresponding to the large279

effective pitch associated with the micro-beamformer size [26].280

Hence, the final volumetric image is obtained by applying281

angular weighting functions to the intermediate images in282

order to suppress the noise and GLs in noninsonified regions283

and also improve the image quality by coherent compounding284

of overlapping regions using285

I (R,�r , ϕ) =
7∑

i=1

W (�r , �i)

NμBF∑
m=1

NAz∑
n=1

Sm,n
(
t − σi − σm,n

)
286

(1)287

where I (R,�r , ϕ) is the reconstructed RF sample in a spher-288

ical coordinate system, W (�r ,�i) is the weighting function289

(as shown in Fig. 2) corresponding to the transmit direction290

�i , Sm,n is the micro-beamformed signal of a subgroup at the291

elevation position m and azimuthal position n in the transducer292

array, σi (R,�r , ϕ) is the transmit delay, σm,n(R,�r , ϕ) is the293

receive delay, and �i is the transmit/presteering direction.294

Fig. 2 shows the angular weights as a function of the295

reconstruction line direction for different transmission direc-296

tions. To avoid abrupt changes in image intensity, the297

angular weights have some overlap with their neighboring298

transmissions [33].299

D. Simulation Setup300

The simulation study consists of three steps. First, the301

azimuthal beam divergence and central frequency in a range of302

20◦–45◦ and 5–8 MHz, respectively, are mutually optimized303

to provide an acceptable tradeoff among the imaging opening304

angle, transmit beam quality, and spatial resolution. Transmit305

beam quality in diverging wave imaging is known to be sus-306

ceptible to the occurrence of so-called axial lobes or secondary307

TABLE I
IMAGING PARAMETERS

pulses [37], [38], related to imperfect signal cancellation of 308

late-arriving element signals from arrays with pitch larger than 309

half a wavelength. Since the quality of the transmitted wave is 310

very important for our image quality, we will first investigate 311

and optimize the temporal profile of the transmitted diverging 312

wave in our simulations. 313

Second, transmit beam divergence in elevation will be deter- 314

mined based on GL artifacts and the intensity uniformity 315

between transmissions. Finally, the image quality will be 316

evaluated for a micro-beamformer size ranging between 1 (no 317

micro-beamforming) and 4 to achieve an acceptable tradeoff 318

between the desired image quality and data rate reduction. The 319

imaging parameters are summarized in Table I. All simulations 320

are performed in Field II [35]. 321

E. Numerical Phantoms 322

1) Static Phantom: A 3-D numerical phantom, a cube with 323

an edge length of 100 mm containing hyperechoic and hypoe- 324

choic spherical regions with diameters of 2, 4, 6, and 10 mm, 325

highly reflective points and background point scatterers with 326

an average density of 0.2/λ, has been used in Field II sim- 327

ulations. The relatively low point scatterer density is chosen 328

to limit simulation time for this large-size cubic phantom and 329

the high number of transducer elements. In addition, a single- 330

point scatterer at a depth of 50 mm is simulated to determine 331

the point spread function (PSF). 332

2) Beating Left Atrium: To evaluate the proposed high-frame- 333

rate imaging scheme in a dynamic environment, a spherical 334
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Fig. 3. Schematic cross sections of the 3-D left atrium numerical
phantom (radius 50 mm and thickness 3 mm). Left: wave is introduced as
a radial wall thickening (blue arrows). Red arrows show the circumferen-
tial electromechanical wavefront propagation direction. Right: wavefront
propagation after ∼10 ms (thickness/excursions not to scale).

shell with an outer diameter of 50 mm and a thickness of335

3 mm has been simulated mimicking a left atrium. The center336

of the sphere is at an axial distance of 50 mm, equivalent337

to imaging the left atrium from the center of right atrium.338

A circumferentially propagating wave has been introduced to339

this phantom by applying a radial thickening with an amplitude340

of 10 mm/s (10 μm/frame). The atrial thickening initiates from341

a single point and propagates omnidirectionally along the atrial342

wall with a velocity of 2 m/s [7]. A cross section of the beating343

left atrium numerical phantom is shown in Fig. 3.344

We use 1-D axial cross correlation (two cycles Tx pulse,345

20-sample I/Q) to estimate the frame-to-frame tissue dis-346

placement. Since simulating a 3-D numerical phantom with347

a matrix array in Field II is very time consuming, we limit348

our simulations to only three pairs of consecutive volumetric349

datasets acquired at an interval of 1 ms within each pair (i.e.,350

mimicking a frame rate of 1000 Hz). The consecutive pairs of351

datasets have been simulated for three time points, t = 0, 10,352

and 20 ms to show the concept of EWI. The final map of tissue353

displacement (actually displacement over 1 ms in the direction354

of the ultrasound beam, so the axial tissue velocity component)355

has been generated by applying an image intensity-based mask356

to the displacement data to only visualize the atrial wall.357

In addition, another mask based on tissue displacement has358

been applied to the displacement map to exclude nonmoving359

tissue.360

F. Evaluation Criteria361

The performance of various combinations of transmis-362

sion and micro-beamforming schemes has been evaluated,363

as assessed by the widths of PSF at −6 dB (azimuthal and364

elevational resolutions), the sidelobe level, the GL level, and365

the CNR. The sidelobe level is defined as the peak level of the366

highest sidelobe compared to the main lobe in dB, and the GL367

level is defined as the peak level at the theoretically expected368

GL direction. These two were measured by imaging only one369

scatterer in the field of view. The CNR is calculated using [36] 370

C N R = μs−μc√(
σ 2

s + σ 2
c

)
/2

(2) 371

where μs and μc are the mean amplitudes and σs and σc 372

are the standard deviation of the gray levels in the speckle 373

and anechoic cyst regions, respectively, of the 3-D numerical 374

phantom. 375

Imaging with a limited number of diverging beams and 376

micro-beamforming may result in angle-dependent changes 377

in image characteristics. To evaluate these effects, a lateral 378

shift-variance plot (LSV-plot) [37] is used. An LSV-plot is 379

constructed for a given imaging system by imaging a point 380

scatterer shifting laterally. For each lateral position, a PSF is 381

calculated and stacked to the other PSFs to form a 2-D image. 382

The entire image is normalized to its maximum value and plot- 383

ted in a decibel scale. If there is little position dependence, the 384

plot will be invariant along the diagonal; otherwise, deviating 385

structures will be visible revealing the nature of the position 386

dependence. In this study, a point scatterer at a distance of 387

50 mm from the center of the transducer is shifted along the 388

elevation direction from −45◦ to 45◦ with a step of 1◦ to create 389

the LSV-plot. 390

III. RESULTS 391

A. Imaging Scheme Optimization 392

1) Transmit Central Frequency and Azimuthal Divergence 393

Angle: When evaluating the transmitted diverging waves, 394

we found significant secondary pulse levels in the transmitted 395

time signals. In Fig. 4(a) where the envelope of the transmit 396

pulse is shown for all azimuth angles, it can be seen that the 397

secondary pulse is present over a large range of the opening 398

angle and gets longer for larger angles, following the primary 399

short pulse after a few microseconds. Fig. 4(b) shows the 400

transmit pulse generated by a transducer with a 45◦ divergence 401

and 7.5-MHz center frequency in a point 50 mm from the 402

transducer, at an angle of 40◦. 403

We evaluated how the pulse shape depended on the beam 404

divergence and transmit central frequency. The level of the 405

secondary pulse has been measured at points located on a 406

spherical surface with a radius of 50 mm ranging from −45◦ to 407

45◦ in both azimuth and elevation directions. The maximum of 408

the secondary pulses measured in different directions is shown 409

in Fig. 5(a) as a function of central frequency and beam diver- 410

gence. The function has a triangular local minimum region 411

in the frequency band of 5.3–7.5 MHz and the azimuthal 412

beam divergence of 25◦–45◦. Any local minimum close to 413

the triangle hypotenuse will achieve low secondary pressure 414

levels for a relatively high central frequency and opening 415

angle. To show the effect of these secondary pulses, images 416

of point scatterers made with transmit beams with different 417

secondary pressure levels are reconstructed. Fig. 5(b) shows 418

that the larger secondary pulse [corresponding to the black dot 419

in Fig. 5(a)] will interact with the scatterers to show prominent 420

secondary echoes of scatterers (arrows), whereas in Fig. 5(c), 421

where the transmit beam has a lower secondary-pulse pres- 422

sure level [corresponding to the white dot in Fig. 5(a)], the 423
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Fig. 4. Transmitted pressure profile of a diverging wave as a function of
time and azimuth angle at typical imaging depth of 50 mm, f = 7.5 MHz,
and divergence = 45◦. (a) Envelope of the pressure from −45◦ to 45◦
(red line indicates the position of the point used to acquire the 1-D signal
in (b). (b) Time-domain pressure signal at 40◦ azimuth. The secondary
pulse is observed as a longer pulse with lower amplitude compared to
the main pulse.

secondary echoes are almost invisible. We choose a central424

frequency of 6 MHz and an azimuthal beam divergence of425

35◦ and these values will be used as bases for the rest of426

simulations.427

2) Elevational Beam Divergence and Intensity Ripple: With428

the proposed transducer size and the chosen azimuthal beam429

divergence of 35◦, the single virtual source technique can430

provide an elevational beam of 10.7◦. The transmit beam431

profile for this elevational beam divergence is shown in432

Fig. 6, which shows an intensity ripple over elevational angle433

of −3.6 dB. To reduce this ripple, we would need to increase434

elevational beam divergence. To achieve the wider elevational435

beam divergences of 12.5◦, 15◦, 17.5◦, and 20◦, the effective436

number of elements in azimuth was reduced from 64 to 56,437

47, 41, and 36 elements, respectively. This azimuthal438

apodization was needed to maintain the 70◦ azimuth opening439

angle when bringing the virtual focus closer to the probe for440

more elevational divergence. The intensity ripples between441

two adjacent transmissions are listed in Table II for different442

elevational beam divergences as a measure of nonuniformity.443

The results show a lower intensity ripple for broader beam,444

which indicates more uniform image intensity along the445

elevation direction.446

Fig. 5. (a) Maximum of secondary pressure peaks as a function
of central frequency and azimuthal beam divergence. Reconstructed
images based on a fully sampled array for a central frequency and
azimuthal beam divergence of (b). f = 7.5 MHz and ϕaz = 45◦ [black
point in (a)] and (c). f = 6 MHz and ϕaz = 35◦ [white point in (a)]. Red
arrows show the secondary reflection and GL caused by poor destructive
interference of waves transmitted from each individual element.

Fig. 6. Transmit beam profile in the elevation direction for an elevational
beam divergence of 10.7◦. The horizontal dashed line shows an intensity
ripple level of −3.6 dB.

3) Elevational Beam Divergence and GLs: In the next step, 447

the effect of elevational beam divergence on the GL level has 448

been evaluated. The GL directions for a micro-beamformer 449

size of 2, 3, and 4 are 53◦, 32◦, and 24◦, respectively, at the 450
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TABLE II
TRANSMIT BEAM PROFILE NONUNIFORMITY MEASURED BY THE

INTENSITY RIPPLE BETWEEN TWO CONSECUTIVE TRANSMISSIONS

Fig. 7. Transmit pressure at GL directions, normalized to transmit
pressure at main lobe for different beam divergences.

chosen frequency of 6 MHz. The acoustic pressure at GL451

directions has been compared for elevational beam divergence452

of 10.7◦, 12.5◦, 15◦, 17.5◦, and 20◦. Fig. 7 shows that increas-453

ing the transmission elevational beam divergence intensifies454

the GL levels. An elevational beam divergence of 10.7◦, which455

is the narrowest possible divergence, with a beam separation456

of 10◦, provides the lowest GL level and highest SNR at457

the cost of some nonuniformity in image intensity. We chose458

the elevational beam divergence of 10.7◦ and used this value459

in the remainder of the simulations. With this elevational460

divergence, the set of steerable fan-shaped beams provides461

an imaging field of view of 70◦ (width of insonified region462

at −3 dB) in the elevation direction.463

B. Imaging Performance Evaluation464

The angular weighted coherent compounding approach is465

evaluated for a micro-beamformer of 2–4 elements by recon-466

structing images of a single-point scatterer. Applying the467

proposed angular weighting function reduces the GL level468

to a value that we will refer to as the GL residual (GLR).469

Fig. 8(a) shows the effect of using angular-weighted coherent470

compounding compared to uniform coherent compounding471

for a micro-beamformer size of three elements. This angular472

weighted coherent compounding reduces the GL levels by 28,473

16, and 13 dB for micro-beamformer sizes of 2, 3, and 4,474

respectively. Elevational PSFs for angular-weighted com-475

pounding for different micro-beamformer sizes are shown in476

Fig. 8(b). The width of PSF at −6 dB is shown in Fig. 9477

for different imaging depths in both azimuthal and elevational478

directions.479

Fig. 8. (a) PSF in the elevational direction, for a single-point
scatterer at 50 mm depth which is reconstructed by uniform coherent
compounding and reconstructed by angular-weighted coherent com-
pounding. GL level and GL residual level are shown for uniform coherent
compounding and angular-weighted compounding, respectively. (b) PSF
for angular-weighted compounding for different micro-beamformer sizes
and elevational beam divergence of 10.7◦.

Fig. 9. Lateral resolution as a function of depth in azimuth and elevation
directions for a micro-beamformer size of three elements. The horizontal
dashed line indicates the desired lateral resolution for EWI.

The spatial variance of the proposed imaging scheme in 480

the elevation direction is evaluated by an LSV-plot. Fig. 10(a) 481

shows the LSV-plot for micro-beamforming size 3. Although 482

the effect of the seven transmit beams is visible as nonuniform 483
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Fig. 10. LSV-plot of a single-point scatterer at different positions ranging
from −35◦ to 35◦ in the elevation direction, which is reconstructed by
(a) proposed weighting function and (b) triangular weighting function.

image intensity in this plot, the lateral resolution, sidelobe484

level, and GL levels are fairly diagonally uniform. In addition485

to lateral shift variability, the LSV-plot was used to compare486

the proposed angular weighting function with the conventional487

triangular weighting function [37]. Since the proposed method488

compounds a high number of transmissions to reconstruct a489

single receive line, the LSV-plot is more diagonally uniform490

and has a narrower main lobe. However, it produces higher491

clutter around the main lobe, as shown in Fig. 10.492

The numerical tissue-mimicking phantom has been imaged493

to evaluate the image quality in terms of CNR for various494

micro-beamformer sizes. The clutter level is increased in495

hypoechoic regions by increasing the micro-beamformer size496

[see Fig. 11(a)–(d)], which reduces the CNR in both elevation497

and azimuth planes, as shown in Fig. 11(e). Narrow transmis-498

sion beams with a large separation angle cause nonuniform499

image intensity along the elevation direction, as expected from500

Fig. 6. Fig. 11(a) and (b) shows that the axial resolution (esti-501

mated at 0.8 mm) is not affected by the microbeamforming,502

as expected, and seems sufficient with respect to the atrial wall503

thickness.504

1) High-Frame-Rate Imaging of a Beating Atrium Phantom: A505

rendered volumetric image of the beating left atrial numerical506

phantom has been generated with a micro-beamformer size507

of three elements and is shown in Fig. 12. A quarter of the508

Fig. 11. Reconstructed images of a tissue-mimicking phantom in
(a) elevation direction for a fully sampled array, (b) elevation direction
for a micro-beamformer size of three elements, (c) azimuth direction for
a fully sampled array, and (d) azimuth direction for a micro-beamformer
size of three elements. Red circles show hypoechoic regions where the
CNR was calculated. (e) CNR in azimuth and elevation for different micro-
beamformer sizes. (f) Schematic representation of tissue-mimicking
phantom, rotated to (a) and (b) elevation or (c) and (d) azimuth plane.

top hemisphere has been removed to show the wall thick- 509

ness in azimuthal, elevational, and c-plane. We can clearly 510

see the spherical object mimicking left atrium. The atrial 511

wall appeared thicker in the elevational direction, which is 512

caused by the lower elevational resolution. A combination 513

of fan-shaped transmit beams and the proposed weighting 514

function successfully suppressed the GLs and no obvious 515

GL is visible. However, nonuniform image intensity is rather 516

visible in the elevation direction. 517

Fig. 12(a)–(c) shows the tissue displacement maps on 518

three orthogonal planes, namely, azimuthal, elevational, and 519

c-plane, which were calculated at t = 1, 11, and 21 ms. 520

The EW has initiated from a point shown by the blue arrow 521

in Fig. 12(a) and propagated omnidirectionally on the atrial 522

surface. Fig. 12(b) and (c) shows the propagation of the EW at 523

11 and 21 ms after the wave generation. The electromechanical 524

wavefront is clearly visible and the color gradient indicates the 525
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Fig. 12. Tissue frame-to-frame axial displacement map corresponding
to EW propagation at (a) t = 1 ms, (b) t = 11 ms, and (c) t = 21 ms plotted
on orthogonal planes. The blue arrow on (a) shows the initial point of EW
and the red arrow on (c) shows the location at which the displacement is
perpendicular to the ultrasound axial direction and cannot be estimated.
The probe is located left side of the atrium at 50-mm distance. Please
note that the color scale represents axial displacement over 1 ms, so a
displacement of 10 μm is equivalent to an axial velocity component of
10 mm/s.

radial strains. The EW map was masked by an intensity-based526

mask derived from the B-mode images. There is no unwanted527

motion detection on other parts of the region of interest. The528

red arrow in Fig. 12(c) shows a region where the radial motion529

is purely perpendicular to the ultrasound wave axial direction.530

Therefore, the 1-D axial cross-correlation technique could not531

detect this displacement.532

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 533

In this study, we have proposed a novel imaging scheme 534

for high-frame-rate 3-D ultrasound imaging with a matrix 535

intracardiac catheter. The main goal is to enable volumetric 536

imaging with a sufficient frame rate and image quality for EWI 537

while reducing the data rate to realistic values. The proposed 538

method consists of three main parts: 1) implementing 1-D 539

micro-beamforming in the elevation direction to reduce the 540

data rate; 2) transmitting fan-shaped beams to suppress GLs in 541

the elevation direction while providing a high frame rate; and 542

3) angular-weighted coherent compounding to further reduce 543

the GL artifacts and improve CNR. 544

The transducer consists of 64 × 18 elements with a pitch 545

of 160 μm, which is larger than half of the wavelength 546

at 5–8 MHz, giving rise to spatial aliasing. Generating a 547

diverging wave from an array with such pitch can lead to a 548

secondary, trailing, pulse as a result of poor destructive inter- 549

ference of the signals from the adjacent elements—see Fig. 4. 550

This secondary pulse will also interact with scatterers, leading 551

to secondary reflections in the reconstructed images and thus 552

increased axial clutter levels [38], as shown in Fig. 5(b). 553

Such axial lobes were previously reported by Rodriguez- 554

Molares et al. [39] for coherent plane wave compounding. 555

They theoretically analyzed the secondary-pulse formation and 556

proved that late-arriving transmit waves lead to delayed echoes 557

that render as axial lobes. They showed that in a densely 558

sampled array (pitch < λ/2), late-arriving signals will cancel 559

each other out, which reduces the axial lobe level. In this work, 560

we reduce the secondary pulse level by carefully choosing the 561

central frequency and azimuthal beam divergence for the given 562

array configuration [see Fig. 5(a)]. 563

We intend to image the EW wavefront propagation in 564

3-D with sufficient spatial resolution by employing a high 565

volume rate of 1 kHz. This is sufficient for local motion 566

estimation over the whole volume, but previous research on 567

EWI [19] suggests that while a local motion detection rate 568

of 0.5–2 kHz is required, a slower rate might be sufficient 569

for the motion sampling (the generation of the strain maps), 570

leaving room for more lenient interleaved spatial interrogation. 571

Provost et al. [19] reported that a mapping rate of 120 Hz 572

would suffice since the highest frequency content of the EW 573

would be around 50 Hz. However, since we operate at higher 574

spatial resolution and the EW is a complex reaction–diffusion 575

wave, we are not sure that this bound is valid in our situation. 576

Therefore, we preferred to pursue the full 1-kHz volume rate. 577

Furthermore, this also opens the way to other high-frame- 578

rate applications such as shear wave elastography and ultrafast 579

Doppler. 580

A high ultrasound frequency was preferred to achieve a 581

sufficient lateral resolution for EWI. On the other hand, 582

a large opening angle was needed to capture the entire left 583

atrium. As shown in Fig. 5, a central frequency of 6 MHz 584

and an azimuth opening angle of 35◦ will result in a low 585

secondary-pulse pressure level. Furthermore, at these values, 586

small variations in the fabrication process and delay quanti- 587

zation frequency will not have large effects on the secondary 588

pressure level. 589
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The elevational beam divergence is subject to a tradeoff590

between the image intensity uniformity, SNR, and GL levels.591

A wider transmission reduces image intensity nonuniformity592

but also generates a higher acoustic pressure in the GL direc-593

tion. Since we use a single virtual source method, the effective594

aperture size in the azimuthal direction must be reduced to595

generate divergences larger than the smallest realizable diver-596

gence of 10.7◦. Consequently, wider elevational divergence597

reduces SNR.598

To achieve a high SNR and low GL levels, we selected a599

divergence of 10.7◦ in the elevation direction. This leads to600

a nonuniform image intensity in the elevation direction. This601

nonuniformity is not expected to influence the performance of602

the proposed method for EWI since the tissue displacement is603

measured in the axial direction. Nonuniformity of the transmit-604

ted power in the B-mode can be compensated for by applying605

a weighting function to the reconstructed images. However,606

this corrects the nonuniform image intensity at the cost of607

producing a nonuniform SNR.608

By using a dual virtual source technique similar to that609

proposed by Chen et al. [31], the dependence between the610

azimuthal and elevational beam divergence can be avoided611

such that all aperture sizes can be used. However, we found612

that using a dual source was an unsuitable solution for613

our design since beams appeared to curve in the elevation614

direction when steering to large angles, which decreases the615

overlap between the transmit beam directions and the micro-616

beamforming presteering direction.617

The proposed set of steerable fan-shaped beams can insonify618

a region of 70◦ × 70◦, which is sufficient to cover the entire619

left atrium from the center of the right atrium, as shown in620

Fig. 12.621

Fig. 12 shows a rendered volumetric image of the left622

atrium. Since the lateral resolution is lower in elevation, the623

atrial wall seems to be thicker in this direction in comparison624

to the azimuthal direction. The image intensity nonuniformity625

caused by narrow transmit beams in elevation is visible as626

darker traces. In addition, there are some artifacts at lower627

depths that are caused by high clutter level of the proposed628

method, as shown in Fig. 10(a). The high clutter levels are629

mainly caused by implementing 1-D micro-beamforming in630

elevation, as shown in Fig. 8(b). This can reduce the tissue dis-631

placement estimation accuracy. Hence, more advanced beam-632

forming techniques, such as minimum variance and clutter633

suppression techniques, might be further used to improve the634

motion estimation and EW tracking.635

In this study, we have evaluated the imaging performance636

of the proposed method in a series of simulations in which we637

tried to mimic the in vivo situation. However, there are more638

practical challenges, which could not be investigated in these639

simulations. For instance, signal-to-noise ratio or detecting640

EWI onset in the presence of noise, motion, and anisotropic641

tissue scattering are important in vivo challenges, which should642

be evaluated extensively in in vitro, ex vivo, and/or in vivo643

studies.644

The tissue motion has been estimated by 1-D cross corre-645

lation and shown in Fig. 12(a)–(c). The atrial wall thicken-646

ing has been successfully shown as a radial gradient in the647

frame-to-frame displacement map. However, this is only a 648

limited and highly simplified proof of principle of the EW 649

onset detectability. The EW onset is usually tracked by finding 650

a zero crossing on strain rate data. Since only three pairs of 651

high-frame-rate volumes have been simulated in this study, 652

a full map of EW is not generated. Nevertheless, the EW onset 653

is clearly visible on the tissue displacement maps. The EW 654

approximately propagated one eighth of the sphere circumfer- 655

ence at 10 ms, which is equal to a velocity of 2 m/s. These 656

intermediate results show the general imaging performance of 657

the proposed method and its potential for EWI, although this 658

remains to be confirmed by more realistic simulations and 659

shown in experiments. 660

The proposed method provides an azimuthal lateral resolu- 661

tion smaller than 3.7 mm on the entire imaging depth (10 cm), 662

which is likely sufficient for EWI [7]. The diameter of the 663

targeted 10-Fr catheter limits the transducer size to 3 mm in 664

the elevation direction, leading to a poorer lateral resolution 665

in this direction. Therefore, at depths beyond 40 mm, the 666

resolution in the elevation direction exceeds 5 mm. The results 667

show that the proposed method outperforms the state of the art 668

on 3-D ICE in terms of frame rate [22]. Moreover, previous 669

works on pseudo-3-D EWI showed that 2–4 planes already 670

provided additional information for EWI of the atrium [14], 671

[20] to reconstruct a volume by spatial interpolation. Our 672

proposed method provides a volume consisting of 12 planes 673

in the elevation direction (natural divergence of transducer 674

at 6 MHz is 6◦), which can thus provide even more 3-D details. 675

In addition, the proposed method acquires the 3-D EW at a 676

single heartbeat, which is more suitable than ECG-gated 3-D 677

EWI for mapping cardiac arrhythmia. With this increase in 678

3-D detail, the proposed design has the potential to improve 679

the accuracy of electromechanical activation mapping and to 680

detect smaller and nonperiodic arrhythmogenic sources. 681

In this study, we have focused on EWI for mapping AF. 682

However, recent studies showed that EWI can be useful for 683

mapping other cardiac conduction system abnormalities and 684

arrhythmia such as atrial flutters [18] or accessory pathways 685

in patients with the Wolf–Parkinson–White syndrome [13]. 686

Many aspects are still unclear regarding EWI. The relation 687

between electrical activation and mechanical contraction is 688

determined by a combination of biochemical and mechanical 689

interactions of partially unknown properties. Especially in 690

cases of nonuniformities or pathology, this relation will be 691

very complex. Whether the mechanical response alone can 692

be used for patient-specific diagnosis remains to be shown. 693

Nevertheless, measuring the mechanical response with high 694

spatiotemporal resolution is important to gain insight here. 695

A practical probe implementation requires channel-count 696

reduction since the number of elements far exceeds the num- 697

ber of cables that can be accommodated. A 1-D micro- 698

beamforming scheme reduces the data rate by a factor equal to 699

the number of elements per subaperture. We have shown that a 700

data rate reduction by a factor of 2 results in negligible image 701

quality loss. A micro-beamformer size of 3 or 4 introduces 702

some imaging artifacts. The PSF analysis has shown that the 703

elevational resolution changes negligibly by increasing the 704

micro-beamformer size to 3 but increases from 6.1 to 7 mm 705
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Fig. 13. Generating a fan-shaped transmitting beam with a divergence
of ϕel in elevation and steered to θ using a virtual source behind the
transducer.

by utilizing a micro-beamformer of four elements at 50-mm706

imaging depth. Fig. 8(b) shows an increase of 16 and 22 dB707

in residual GL level for a micro-beamformer of three and four708

elements, respectively.709

The channel count is reduced from 1152 (the number of710

elements) by a factor corresponding to the micro-beamformer711

size. Since a 10-Fr intracardiac catheter with a diameter of712

3.3 mm limits the number of data transferring channels to713

around 100 micro-coaxial cables [34], the total reduction714

factor should be at least 12 to account for additional control715

signals and power supplies. A further on-chip reduction by716

at least a factor of 4 is thus required to reduce the channel717

count sufficiently. This can be achieved by methods such as718

analog time-division multiplexing [40], in-probe digitization719

combined with digital multiplexing [30], [32], or coding of720

the digitized signal [41].721

In conclusion, the results show a feasible solution for722

intracardiac 3-D EWI. The 1-D micro-beamforming approach,723

in combination with on-chip channel-count reduction, can724

sufficiently reduce the data rate for transfer over a 10-Fr725

intracardiac catheter, while the proposed fan-shaped transmit726

beams and weighted averaging function preserve the image727

quality. The proposed method has the potential to offer single-728

beat 3-D EWI of the left atrium.729

APPENDIX A730

FAN-SHAPED TRANSMIT BEAM GENERATION731

To calculate a set of delays required for generating the732

desired beam, first, a virtual source location was determined733

based on beam divergence, transducer size, and steering direc-734

tion in elevation; then, the transducer effective size in azimuth735

was determined based on the virtual source location and736

azimuthal beam divergence (see Fig. 13). The virtual source737

location was calculated by738

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Xvs =−si gn(θ)
Le ltan|θ |

tan|θ |−tan(|θ |−ϕe l)
; Zvs = Xvs

tanϕe l
θ �=0

Xvs =0; Zvs = Le l

tanϕe l
θ =0

739

(3)740

where θ is the steering angle with a counterclockwise direction 741

from the axial direction, ϕel is the beam divergence in elevation 742

from a center line to a −6-dB contour, and Lel is half of the 743

transducer size in elevation. The Y -coordinate value of the 744

virtual source was always 0 because there was no transmit 745

beam steering in the azimuth dimension. Having the virtual 746

source location, the effective transducer size in azimuth was 747

calculated by 748

Laz = Rvstan
(
ϕaz

); Rvs =
√

X2
vs + Z2

vs (4) 749

where Laz is half of the effective aperture size in azimuth and 750

ϕaz is the beam divergence in azimuth from a center line to a 751

6-dB contour. 752
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